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The Science of Soap Films and Soap BubblesDover Publications, 1992
Superb presentation of the molecular and macroscopic properties of soap films and bubbles, including many demonstrations that can be readily performed with simple household materials. Emphasis on application of soap films to solution of physical problems, e.g. the motorway and minimum area problems. Over 120 black-and-white illustrations, 41 color...
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What Makes Great GreatDoubleday, 1996

	In What Makes the Great Great, Dennis Kimbro, author of the bestselling Think and Grow Rich: A Black Choice, introduces inspiring people who have achieved greatness in their own unique way, then highlights those qualities each of us must develop before we reach our full potential. Regardless of how you define greatness--whether...
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General Relativity (Graduate Texts in Physics)Springer, 2012

	This book provides a completely revised and expanded version of the previous classic edition ‘General Relativity and Relativistic Astrophysics’. In Part I the foundations of general relativity are thoroughly developed, while Part II is devoted to tests of general relativity and many of its applications. Binary pulsars – our...
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Using Yocto Project with BeagleBone BlackPackt Publishing, 2015

	Unleash the power of the BeagleBone Black embedded platform with Yocto Project


	About This Book

	
		Build real world embedded system projects using the impressive combination of Yocto Project and Beaglebone Black
	
		Learn how to effectively add multimedia to your board and save time by exploiting...
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Professional ASP.NET 2.0 Server Control and Component Development (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2006
The ASP.NET 2.0 Framework introduced web developers to dozens of new server controls and components, and a greatly expanded and easier structure for writing their own server controls and components. Professional ASP.NET 2.0 Server Control and Component Development covers the breadth of server control functionality as well as the rest of the...
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Expert Oracle Exadata (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2011

	Throughout history, advances in technology have come in spurts. A single great idea can often spur rapid change as the idea takes hold and is propagated, often in totally unexpected directions. Exadata embodies such a change in how we think about and manage relational databases. The key change lies in the concept of offloading SQL processing...
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The Art of Photography: An Approach to Personal ExpressionRocky Nook, 2010

	This is an updated and newly revised edition of the classic book The Art of Photography (originally published in 1994), which has often been described as the most readable, understandable, and complete textbook on photography. With well over 100 beautiful photographic illustrations in both black-and-white and color, as well as...
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The Sci-Fi Movie Guide: The Universe of Film from Alien to ZardozVisible Ink Press, 2014

	Once upon a time, science fiction was only in the future. It was the stuff of drive-ins and cheap double-bills. Then, with the ever-increasing rush of new, society-altering technologies, science fiction pushed its way to the present, and it busted out of the genre ghetto of science fiction and barged its way into the mainstream. What used...
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Portable DBA: OracleMcGraw-Hill, 2004
This handy, affordable reference is ideal for on-the-job DBAs in need of quick access to administrative commands, error resolutions, and best practices. Covering the most commonly used Oracle database versions, the book contains invaluable tables so problems can be diagnosed quickly and includes examples and syntax diagrams for each command.    ...
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Starting Statistics: A Short, Clear GuideSage Publications, 2010

	Statistics: A Simple Guide for Students is an accessible, humorous and easy introduction to statistics for social science students.


	In this refreshing book, experienced author and academic Neil Burdess shows that statistics is not...
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Ruby for Rails: Ruby Techniques for Rails DevelopersManning Publications, 2006
-The word is out: with Ruby on Rails you can build powerful Web applications easily and quickly! And just like the Rails framework itself, Rails applications are Ruby programs. That means you can't tap into the full power of Rails unless you master the Ruby language.
 Ruby for Rails, written by Ruby expert David Black (with a...
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Poisoning & Drug OverdoseMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Poisoning & Drug Overdose provides practical advice for the diagnosis and management of poisoning and drug overdose and concise information about common industrial chemicals.
 
 The manual is divided into four sections and an index, each identified by a black tab in the right margin. Section I...
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